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DRIS expansion announced in Warsaw a year ago

• Expanded Directory of Research Information Systems (DRIS) available 
at https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/cris/explore/dris

• ‘Expanded’ means not limited to euroCRIS members. Most of the 
entries are not run by euroCRIS members. They are however 
overwhelmingly European

• Progress updates delivered every 6 months at euroCRIS meetings

https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/cris/explore/dris


DRIS expansion in figures

Progress updates delivered every 6 months at euroCRIS meetings: Warsaw’18 – Helsinki’19 – Münster’19 



DRIS expansion in figures

• Still work in progress

• Some platforms are 
still severely 
underrepresented 
(Converis, Symplectic)

• Emphasis on capturing 
implementation of 
open source solutions 
such as Dspace-CRIS 
and VIVO that can 
benefit from 
networking



DRIS entries: DSpace-CRIS



Growing and maintaining the DRIS

• This is a euroCRIS Board-driven attempt at a comprehensive CRIS 
landscape description – but we need your input (as in ‘the RIM 
community’) to further grow this snapshot 

• National Contact Points
a useful concept for DRIS 
growing and maintenance 
in specific countries: CSC 
a first example in Finland

• A frequent question: is it
possible to get partial DRIS
snapshots to reflect the 
landscape in a country?



DRIS metadata delivery form (in progress)



Main reasons for expansion
(from the Warsaw SMM discussion last Nov’18)

• The EOSC is coming and CRIS systems are a very relevant piece of 
research information infrastructure – but we need a comprehensive 
insight of what’s available

• Some services starting to arise – OpenAIRE compatibility for CRISs 
via the implementation of the CERIF-XML Guidelines for CRIS 
Managers the main one, but there are others

• A stronger sense of a community – plus a valuable source of info for 
both newcomers and policy-makers



DRIS part of a wider snapshot



Next steps

• Developing an API that allows external data query & retrieval

• Country-based snapshots as a result

• Better user interface, more comprehensive data (geolocation)

• Consolidate input from vendors (incl for OSS) & national nodes

• Explore how to address multiple-system configurations (eg VIVO)

• Support almost-CRIS solutions to be able to be added to the DRIS

• RIM & RMA



The current euroCRIS DRIS
All this said, there is evident value in providing this system info in a comprehensive and standardised way…

https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/cris/dris/dris00977

https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/cris/dris/dris00977


The current euroCRIS DRIS
However, most entries have a very basic structure

https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/cris/dris/dris01108

• The lighter the description the easier to maintain updated

• OAI-PMH endpoint URLs to become part of the metadata structure

https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/cris/dris/dris01108

